Pulmonary Adenocarcinoma in Dogs: Surgical Treatment with Real-Time Video-Thermometry
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ABSTRACT

Background: Pulmonary neoplasia is an abnormal proliferation of cells at the lung tissue, and may be classified as primary, secondary or metastatic, and multisystemic. However, primary neoplasia is rare in canids. Additionally, neoplasms may be classified according to their biological behavior as either malignant or benign. Malignant tumors are more prevalent. The diagnosis can be difficult due to nonspecific symptoms, taking into account that some affected patients do not have symptoms at all; thus, the real incidence of the disease might remain undiagnosed on certain occasions. Therefore, we aimed to report an unprecedented successful case of lung lobectomy surgery in dogs with the aid of infrared video thermometry, which showed real-time images during the surgical procedure.

Case: A 10-year-old male dog, crossbreed with Cocker Spaniel, was attended with a history of lethargy, dullness, progressive weight loss, cough, and difficulty breathing. Due to the chronic severity of the clinical signs and the normal physiological clinical examination, complementary exams were requested, such as radiography of the cervical and thoracic regions, cranial and thoracoabdominal computed tomography (TCT). The results of the exams showed the presence of a nodule mass in the right caudal pulmonary lobe which caused a lateral deviation to the left hemithorax of the cardiac silhouette. The patient underwent a surgical procedure with an approach through the thoracic region, at the height of the seventh intercostal space, and a total lobectomy was performed. Throughout the surgical procedure, video thermometry in real-time through the MART station (Metabolic Activity in Real-Time FLIR SC325®) was used to determine the viability of adjacent tissues through temperature differences measured in degrees Celsius. The surgical fragment containing the direct caudal pulmonary lobe and the mass were sent to the pathology sector for anatomopathological evaluation. An abundant papillary epithelial proliferation was visualized through microscopy, presenting areas of necrosis and inflammatory polymorphonuclear infiltrate. The nodule was diagnosed as lung papillary adenocarcinoma.

Discussion: Adenocarcinomas consist of papillary, acinar, solid, or mixed glandular structures. They may originate from the airways, bronchial glands, or bronchoalveolar region, and often show invasive growth presenting a rudimentary and irregular shape. The clinical signs are non-specific, including exercise intolerance, non-productive cough, chronic respiratory signs such as tachypnoea or dyspnea, reduced appetite, weight loss, lethargy, chest palpation pain, hemotorax, pneumothorax, and pleural effusion. The diagnosis is concluded through imaging diagnostic tests, of which chest radiography is the most important, followed by magnetic resonance and computed tomography. Also, histopathological examination is essential to determine a definitive diagnosis. The treatment of choice for adenocarcinoma nodules is a surgical excision of the tumor mass. However, the type of surgical approach is determined by different factors such as size, location, and involvement of adjacent structures. The ablation of pulmonary masses may be performed either via partial or total lobectomies. Nevertheless, partial lobectomy is more often performed on non-neoplastic masses or to obtain material for biopsy, whilst total lobectomy is recommended for a malignant neoplasm removal. The prognosis is always guarded, having a more favorable outcome in masses of the smaller diameter without the involvement of adjacent structures.
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INTRODUCTION

Considering the increase in life expectancy of pets, there is an increase in the diagnosis of chronic diseases, including neoplasms [27]. As a result, there is a growing demand for an appropriate diagnosis and treatment for this disease, which starts with changes in the DNA [21,24]. Neoplasms are classified according to their biological behavior in two different categories benign and malignant [10], and this establishment occurs through the evaluation of the proportion of growth, degree of cell differentiation, growth pattern, and potential for metastasis. Among the lung neoplasms, we can mention the primary neoplasms, secondary neoplasms or metastases, and multisystemic neoplasms [3,12,17].

Primary lung neoplasms are rare in dogs [3,16], of which the male dogs with an average age of 11-year-old are the most affected [4]. However, this frequency has been increasing in recent years [3,11,18,20]. Lung neoplasms are generally difficult to diagnose, which is the main reason for being considered with low incidence. Additionally, the most effective treatment is early surgical excision, and complementary chemotherapy treatment can be performed [9,17,27].

We aimed to report an unprecedented case of pulmonary lobectomy in a dog with the aid of real-time video-thermometry.

CASE

A 10-year-old male dog, crossbreed with Cocker Spaniel, weighing 9.7 kg, was referred to Animal Experimentation Unit (UEA, Universidade Estadual do Norte Fluminense, Campos dos Goytacazes, RJ, Brazil) for clinical evaluation due to intense tiredness, coughing and difficulty breathing. The patient was brought in by the client after presenting symptoms of difficult breathing, lethargy, dullness, cough, and progressive weight loss. The patient had the vaccination and deworming protocols updated, and no contact with other animals.

A physical examination was performed, and the animal presented an alert state, normal capillary refill time was observed, normal hydration was evidenced through the skin fold test, and the rectal temperature was 38.7°C. Considering the presented symptoms, a series of complementary tests were performed to assist the diagnosis and therapeutic protocol. The exams consisted of a radiographic examination of the thoracic and cervical regions, and a cranial and thoracoabdominal computed tomography.

The presence of a compromised radiopaque mass throughout the right caudal lobe was identified through radiographic examination of the thoracic region causing a left lateral deviation of the cardiac silhouette. Different areas of the lung presented a compacted bronchial wall and the interstice more evident in the right pulmonary lobes. Also, there was a decrease in expansion and a slight increase in the radiopacity of the pleural space in the retrosternal region. Through radiographic images, it was not possible to visualize enlargement of the cardiac chambers or the diameter of the cardiac and pulmonary vessels. On the radiography of the cervical region, an increase in the right mandibular lymph node was noted; the other structures were preserved anatomically.

Computed tomography (CT) of the thoracoabdominal region showed the presence of a heterogeneous mass and oval shape, located in the right caudal pulmonary lobe, with dimensions of 63.3 mm on the lateral view, 126.6 mm on the craniocaudal axis, and 43.5 mm on the dorsoventral axis. Furthermore, this mass is closely related to the cardiac silhouette, thus promoting compression of the right atrium and moderate displacement of the heart to the hemithorax left. The CT scan of the cranial region showed cerebral parenchyma of morphology and physiological attenuation. Subsequently, the animal was referred to the surgical department to perform the thoracotomy and pulmonary lobectomy procedure.

After pre-anesthetic evaluation, the patient was fit for the procedure and was sedated with chlorpromazine [Longactil® - 1.1 mg/kg] and morphine [Dimorf® - 0.5-2.0 mg/kg] intramuscularly. After sedation, the animal’s hair was clipped in the thoracic region. Anesthetic induction was performed through the association of 2.5% diluted thiopental [Thiopentax® - 7.5 mg/kg] and propofol [Propovan® - 2.5 mg/kg] intravenously. This protocol aimed to avoid excessive hypotension caused by Propofol and to seek a circulatory balance. Anesthetic maintenance was performed through the use of isoflurane via inhalation.

The patient was positioned on the surgical table on the left lateral decubitus position, and asepsis was performed with 0.1% povidone-iodine and 70% isopropanol in the incision area. A conventional thoracotomy was performed 2 cm below the angle of the scapula, the skin, and the subcutaneous tissue, sectioning the latissimus dorsal and cranial serratus muscles. The in-
cision region occurred on the seventh intercostal space; the intercostal muscle was sectioned with the aid of a sterilized stainless steel scalpel on the upper edge of the eighth rib. The paravertebral sacro spinal muscle was removed, and a Finochietto-type rib retractor was positioned to favor thoracic exploration.

The ligament between the middle and caudal lobe was separated, and a double ligature was performed in the caudal pulmonary vein for its isolation and suture with silk thread 0. The right caudal lobe where the mass was located, was separated cranially, and the caudal pulmonary ligament was sectioned. The right upper pulmonary artery was ligated twice and sutured with 3-0 silk. The bronchi of the basal and upper segments were sectioned and closed using simple single stitches with the same thread. The right caudal lobe containing the mass was excised (Figure 1), and during the surgical procedure, a drain was placed in the pleural cavity to facilitate the outflow of air out of the pleural space and the expansion of the lung. The ribs were re-joined and the muscular layer was closed using nylon 0 thread in the simple continuous pattern. The pulmonary fragment containing the mass was sent for histopathology, packed in 10% formalin.

During the surgical procedure, a camera from the operator of the Metabolic Activity in Real-Time (MART) station was attached at a distance of approximately 1.5 m from the surgical procedure, processing images on the monitor in real-time (Figure 2). The MART station allowed the visualization of invisible parts of the electromagnetic spectrum through infrared video thermometry images in three or four dimensions, indicating whether there was a pathological change during the surgery, therefore guiding the surgeon’s actions.

Video thermometry images displayed temperature differences of less than 0.1 degrees Celsius between different points of the surgical field through the prototype device, and in this way, all the metabolic activity of the animal was monitored during the surgery. The surgical procedure lasted approximately 30 min and there were no relevant metabolic changes that could compromise the animal’s risk during surgery.

Postoperative medications included cephalaxin antibiotic [Rilexine® - 300 mg, every 12 h, for 30 days], analgesic tramadol hydrochloride [Cronidor® - 40 mg, every 12 h, for 5 days] and anti-inflammatory meloxicam [Meloxytrat® - 1 mg/kg, every 24 h, for 3 days]. The animal returned for post-surgical evaluation and removal of the stitches after 13 days. The patient presented stable.

For histopathological examination, three fragments of the mass were sent to the pathology department. Macroscopically, the fragments were characterized as having a whitish color and irregular surface. Microscopically, and abundant epithelial papillary proliferation was found, with signs of anisocytosis, basal vacuolization, areas of necrosis, and moderate polymorphonuclear inflammatory infiltrate. Therefore, through histopathological evaluation, the diagnosis of pulmonary papillary adenocarcinoma was defined.

DISCUSSION

Primary lung neoplasms are generally malignant [1,22], and most commonly affect elderly animals [1,4,11,17]. There is no apparent predilection for breed or sex [23], although the male seems to be more affected [4], similar to our reported case. The origin of this neoplasm can be through any cell from the pulmonary tissue, as epithelial and mesenchymal cells [15,26], being the first type most common [3].

Lungs are a pair of organs with a large vascular supply, in which the neoplastic emboli often migrate through the bloodstream, contributing to the increased incidence of secondary neoplasms in the lungs [3,25]. Multisystemic neoplasms are rare in the lungs and may be classified as lymphomas, malignant histiocytosis, or lymphomatoid granulomatosis [3,17].

The classification of lung neoplasms established by the World Health Organization identifies the different types of neoplasms with adaptations [4] as benign (ex. papilloma, papillary adenoma, and bronchioalveolar adenoma) or malignant (ex. bronchial gland carcinoma, squamous cell carcinoma, adenocarcinoma) epithelial neoplasm; mesenchymal (ex. osteosarcoma and chondrosarcoma); and other tumors (ex. granular cell tumor, lymphomatoid granulomatosis, and malignant histiocytosis).

Moulton et al. [19] established a classification based on the most frequent neoplasms, primary lung carcinomas: adenocarcinoma (differentiated and undifferentiated), squamous cell carcinoma, bronchial cell carcinoma, and alveolar carcinoma (small cell anaplastic and large cell anaplastic). This classification was used by different authors later and the subdivision of adenocarcinomas into bronchogenic, bronchial, and bronchoalveolar glands was added to it [3,27].
Adenocarcinoma in the lungs is characterized by the invasion and destruction of the lung parenchyma [4] and encompasses a variety of histogenesis [26]. This type of neoplasia was formerly called bronchoalveolar carcinoma when located in the pulmonary lobes [13] as in the case described, where the neoplastic mass involved almost the entire right caudal pulmonary lobe. This classification includes masses composed of papillary, acinar, solid, or mixed glandular structures, in a rudimentary and irregular shape. They may originate from the airways, bronchial glands, or bronchoalveolar region, and often present invasive and destructive growth [14]. They may present satellite nodules originating through lymphatic dissemination, and by air. Distant metastases are extremely rare [3].

Paraneoplastic syndromes occur concomitantly with neoplasms and affect different functions of the organism. They originate from the secretion of substances such as peptides or hormones produced by the tumors, or from an inappropriate immune cross-reaction between normal host cells and initially targeted tumor cells. The most common paraneoplastic syndromes in lung neoplasia are hypertrophic osteopathy, hypercalcemia, generalized neuromyopathy, and hyperadrenocorticism. The causes of hyperadrenocorticism paraneoplastic syndrome include ectopic effusion of adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH), stroke fever, and leucocytosis with neutrophilia or eosinophilia [3,5,10]. The symptoms occur in most cases, however, about 25 to 30% of the instances may be asymptomatic, with the diagnosis being made accidentally on chest radiographs [3,17]. The symptoms are related to the size of the tumor, and in tumors smaller than 2 to 3 cm, the absence of clinical signs is common. A chronic dry cough is the most frequent of the symptoms, and dyspnoea, tachypnoea, wheezing, and hemoptysis are also commonly found [3,6,27].

Several complementary exams may be used as tools for the diagnosis of lung neoplasms, of which a thoracic radiograph is the most frequently performed and has the best efficacy for early stages [3,26]. Other diagnostic methods include a chest ultrasound, computed tomography, aspiration puncture with an aid of a fine needle, biopsy (transcutaneous, bronchoscopic biopsy through thoracotomy or thoracoscopy), tracheal bronchial lavage, bronchoalveolar lavage, and bronchoscopy [3,8,26]. In the reported case, the results of radiographic and computed tomography exams were used to provide greater precision as to the location, size, and involvement of adjacent structures by the neoplastic mass.

Obtaining the definitive diagnosis is carried out through cytology or anatomopathological analysis of material from biopsy or necropsy [2,8]. It is important to collect material to perform this examination to define the tumor type, and thus determine whether a surgical excision is curative or whether there is a need for complementary therapies such as chemotherapy.

To perform the surgery, some criteria must be observed: the tumor must consist of solid masses, metastasis cannot be present, the mass must be intrathoracic, there should not be associated complications, and the animal must be able to undergo the procedure [3,6,9,27]. The usual surgical techniques employed are partial lobectomy, total lobectomy, and pneumonectomy; and their choice is linked to the degree of mass extension and the involvement of the lungs [3].

A partial lobectomy is used to collect material for biopsies to determine the tumor type and for the removal of non-neoplastic masses. To perform this technique, mechanical sutures can be used as a stapler [17]. The technique of total lobectomy is used for neoplastic mass removal, where there is greater involvement of the lung lobe parenchyma. When there is a need for a safer approach, it is necessary to isolate and ligature...
Pneumonectomy can be performed when more than one pulmonary lobe is involved, which is the complete removal of one of the lungs and is a much more aggressive surgery compared to other techniques. In theory, up to 50% of the lung parenchyma can be removed without affecting or compromising the patient’s life, thus the left lung could be removed if necessary due to a major impairment of its structures. However, the right lung could not suffer a complete extirpation as it represents more than half of all lung parenchyma. For this reason, it is impossible to perform this technique on this site [7,9].

The prognosis of pulmonary neoplasia is always guarded. The best outcome for cases of pulmonary neoplasia has been described in patients with masses less than 5cm in diameter. These masses were not involved with the regional ganglia and had no association with pleural fluid. Location in the peripheral region of the respective pulmonary lobe also contributed to more successful outcomes [17].

This study reported a surgical technique of pulmonary lobectomy in a canine patient assisted by real-time videothermometry, in which the neoplastic mass was completely removed, and the patient recovered well after the procedure. The surgical treatment with real-time videothermometry showed satisfactory results in the canine case with pulmonary adenocarcinoma, providing a new technical approach.
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